SIGNATURE GLASS TINTING
100% CUSTOMER SATISFACTION - WARRANTY – GUARANTEE - PROGRAM
100% CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
Signature Glass Tinting is dedicated to customer service. If ever there is a problem with a particular film
and/or an installation, our policy is to simply DO THE RIGHT THING! No matter what the situation, what
type of film it is or what kind of problem develops, we will work with our customers and suppliers and
make things right.
LIFETIME MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY
Signature Glass Tinting is proud to offer and install both LLumar & Wincos automotive window films. After
almost 30 years in this business we believe that the quality of both products is the best in the business.
The chances of either window film actually failing is very low, However, for the record, both products are
protected by a lifetime manufacturer warranty and you will have a copy of this warranty at the time of
check out from Signature Glass Tinting.
NO CHARGE - NO FAULT GUARANTEE
As of today we are the only shop in the State of California that offers our very own NO CHARGE, NO
FAULT GUARANTEE. Not only will we fix your window film if the film itself fails as outlined by the
manufacturer, but we will also fix your window film if it is ever accidentally damaged, scratched,
vandalized, and even if the window film is damaged because the window itself is broken.
"Limitations and the Fine Print"
There are a few exceptions and like any guarantee there is a small amount of fine print. The purpose of
this guarantee is simple. We want to take care of our customers. Most tint shops charge between $45.00
and $90.00/per window to remove and replace scratched or damaged window film. Some windows,
because of defroster lines, radio antennas and other electronics can be easily damaged during the
removal process creating a financial liability. Therefore our warranty does not cover front windscreens
and/or windows with electronic attachments. Please keep in mind that each situation is unique and each
situation is handled individually. For more information about our NO CHARGE, NO FAULT GUARANTEE
please contact a friendly SGT staff member.
"S G T R P"
The Signature Glass Tinting Replacement Program is not a warranty but a replacement program. We
offer this to our customers and it must be purchased at the time of the installation. The SGTRP is a noquestions-asked removal and replacement offer that can be used as many times as needed for as long as
you own your vehicle. The SGTRP covers the two front doors and allows you to change the color of your
film and/or allows you to remove your film and then replace your film on the two front driver and
passenger door windows glass at no additional charge. The SGTRP does not cover any other windows in
or on your vehicle and proof of purchase is required each and every time you would like to take
advantage of the SGTRP.

